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Cloud Computing implements the next generation distributed system architecture by offering on-demand
compute and storage resources for arbitrary customers in a scalable and self-manageable fashion (Mell
& Grance, 2011). Information Technology (IT) resources, platforms and services are made available at
virtually unlimited scale for everybody, everywhere, and anytime. Cloud Computing therefore not only
leads to an outsourcing of enterprise IT services, it furthermore fosters a breathing IT infrastructure which
adapts itself to the current size and demand of any organization. Thus, it supports the trend of IT to higher
automation, smaller costs, and increased service levels (Gibson & Kasravi, 2012).
The recent trend for Cloud Computing led to a variety of new commercial providers and to a wide industrial uptake of the according technology. During the last years, the market was subject to a tremendous
growth of up to 36%, the size is estimated to be 19.5 billion USD in 2016 (Columbus, 2013). It is undebatable that, even in the light of unsolved data protection and trust issues, Cloud Computing made its way into
the default tool chain of modern IT-based environments.
The NIST reference architecture specification (Liu et al., 2012) defines five major actors in Cloud Computing: cloud consumer, cloud provider, cloud carrier, cloud auditor and cloud broker. For most scenarios,
it is sufficient to focus on the relationship between provider and consumer. Both have a particular balance in their shared control of the elastic cloud resources, expressed by three well-known service models
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and software-as-a-service (SaaS).
As orthogonal aspect to the service model, cloud infrastructures can follow the public cloud or private
cloud deployment model. Hybrid setups may also exist, were private cloud installations perform dynamic
offloading to public cloud offerings in case of scalability issues (Sotomayor, Montero, Llorente, & Foster,
2009).
On the lowest service level, the IaaS-based cloud service provisioning, the consumer gets maximum
control of the cloud resources by the means of virtualization. Cloud systems in this category consist of
virtualized hardware resources at the provider side, managed through web interfaces or remote APIs by
the cloud consumer. The provisioning architecture has to be flexible and highly scalable, virtual resources
are directly and dynamically instantiated, migrated, checkpointed, and destroyed by the consumers. The
provider has the responsibility to manage the according hardware and low-level software scalability, but
leaves the application and operating system responsibility completely to the user. Popular examples are the
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and the Microsoft Azure environment.
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The next higher level of provider control is the PaaS model, were cloud providers allow the upload and
execution of packaged consumer applications. Popular examples here are Heroku and Google AppEngine.
PaaS offers a higher level of abstraction for the price of flexibility, since execution platform constraints
must be considered by the consumer. On the other hand, significant software maintenance and execution
environment efforts are handled by the cloud provider.
The highest level of provider control is in the SaaS delivery model, were a cloud provider offers tenantenabled specialized software for remote usage. Here, the user has to live with the given amount of functionality, but gets a complete decoupling from any IT operation aspect in exchange. The most common
example for SaaS is Salesforce, but companies such as SAP or Microsoft more and more transform their
core software products into such cloud offerings.
The architecture and design of Cloud Computing systems is a cross-topic challenge that incorporates
questions of computer architecture, operating systems design, human computer interaction as well as distributed computing. Since Cloud environments help to gain access to specialized software, dedicated computational resources, or new storage facilities, they are not only important for enterprises with varying
resource demands. They become also increasingly interesting for scientific institutions and their scientific
workloads, even if they never touched computation and storage outsourcing beforehand. The term scientific
cloud computing therefore relates to a special class of cloud consumers. It is a steadily emerging field, due
to the fact that resources at virtually unlimited scale, only restricted by costs and programmability aspects,
are now available for arbitrary sciences. This aligns to another important trend, the increasing reliance on
computational algorithms for solving challenging research problems in all sciences. Research fields like e.g.
visualization of health care and medical data (Ng & Wei, 2011; Ochs, Geller, & Perl, 2011) or VLSI design
rely on huge amounts of data or need tremendous computing power (Nikolaos G. Bourbakis, 2000).
Specific scientific fields already have a long-standing tradition in using remote computational capabilities. The most prominent example is the high-performance computing (HPC) community from natural
sciences such as physics, biology, geography, medical or climate research (Vecchiola, Pandey, & Buyya,
2009). Traditional HPC can be interpreted as some kind of PaaS approach, were users develop specialized
parallel computing applications and submit them for execution using provider-managed cluster frameworks.
The Grid Computing trend extended this approach by supporting federated data centers, although for the
users nothing dramatically changed in the usage pattern (Foster, Zhao, Raicu, & Lu, 2008).
Scientific Cloud Computing now opens new opportunities for any kind of research work that relies on
computational or data analysis. One obvious way of implementing this is another application of the HPC
paradigms on cloud resources (Marathe et al., 2013; Stein, 2010). In this scenario, cloud resources are,
again, simply treated as execution resources for scientific parallel workload. The problem lies in the fact
that this creates an increasingly critical ḿappingṕroblem, were scientific applications with their specialized
needs meet IT infrastructures with their special requirements on applications. For this reason, the more
interesting trend is the shift towards SaaS-based scientific cloud offerings, such as Wolfram Alpha. This
approach decouples researchers from IT-specific issues and allows them to focus on their particular problem
domain.
When a scientific cloud offering is implemented by providers, one crucial aspect becomes cost control
and efficiency metrics, especially with the restricted budgets of their users. When scientific users want to
rely on public cloud offerings, the question of trustworthiness and data protection (e.g. in medical research)
becomes also very relevant. Scientific cloud users may even come up with completely new application
scenarios, such as the utilization of clouds for novel teaching methods. For these scenarios, new resource
brokerage and data handling approach are needed inside the cloud provisioning infrastructure.
The given set of challenges leads to the fact that scientific cloud infrastructures need to consider specific
needs of their user communities, instead of forcing the scientific application to target the specifics of one
Cloud runtime environment. This makes programming models (Lämmel, 2008), standardized APIs (Tröger
& Merzky, 2013) and novel distributed infrastructures an interesting topic again. Another insight is that the
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mapping problem for scientific applications is inherently a transdisciplinary challenge. The cloud adoption
schemes for procedures, numerical methods and best practices being valid in one scientific domain should
be transferred to another one by minimized adaption effort. For this reason, there is a desperate need
for a holistic view on the problem domain. Most scientists still have the burden to adopt the domainspecific problem into something that can benefit from the outsourcing capabilities of the cloud. This problem
becomes even worse when the provider infrastructure is not prepared for the new kind of workload.
With the situation of combined challenges for scientific cloud providers and scientific cloud consumers,
this special issue of the Journal of Integrated Design and Process Science focuses on some of the resulting transdisciplinary challenges. The authors in this issue present their ideas of what shall be done on the
provider side to realize the best-possible service for scientific users. One example is the scheduling of virtual machines between different Cloud systems, which allows the implementation of crucial service level
agreements. This is especially relevant for scientific workloads that are driven by resource constraints or
time constraints, e.g. in weather prediction. Another article describes a completely novel architecture for
deploying clouds on clouds, an approach that is especially relevant for cost optimization and cloud infrastructure research in itself. Context-based service access and virtualized teaching assignments are two novel
ideas described in this issue, which both allow to map use cases from academia on cloud infrastructures.
We hope that this special issue gives you some insights into the problem domain of scientific cloud
computing. The editors would like to thank all authors for their fascinating contributions and hard work in
the editing process. A special thank goes to the editors-in-chief for their continuous support in the production
of this special issue. Don’t hesitate to contact the authors or editors for an exchange of thoughts and ideas
about this emerging topic.
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